
# Project title Description  Supervisor 

1 Designing and building 
a smart wheelchair  

Designing and building automatic water dispenser  
this water dispenser is provide water in the simplest  
and effective  way ardunio microcontroller should be 
used with sensors and programming the hardware to 
provide us a healthier lifestyle 

Dr. Dler 

2 Applied and Compared 
the Main Algorithms of 
Image Mosaicing 

Project Description: The project is to design a GUI in 
Matlab and writing the required program codes for 
the main algorithms of image mosaicing which is the 
process of combining multiple photographic images 
with overlapping fields of view to produce a 
segmented panorama or high-resolution image. And 
comparison between the applied algorithms will be 
done as well.  
Project Requirements: 

• Matlab Software. 

• Students must be good programmers. 

• Students need to learn some image processing 

concepts. 

 

Dr. Sarah  

3 Adjust Image Contrast 
using Some Adaptive 
Histogram Equalization 

Project Description: The project is to design a GUI in 
Matlab and writing the required program codes to 
apply some adaptive histogram equalization methods 
in order to adjust the image contrast. 
Project Requirements: 

• Matlab Software. 

• Students must be good programmers. 

• Students need to learn some image processing 

concepts. 

 

Dr. Sarah 

4 Steganography in 
images 

Description of the project:  
Steganography sometimes is used when encryption 
is not permitted. Or, commonly, steganography is 
used to supplement encryption. An encrypted file 

Dr. Taban 



may still hide information using steganography, so 
even if the encrypted file is deciphered, the hidden 
message is not seen.  
Image steganography refers to hiding information 
(text, images or audio files in another image or video 
files.  
The aim of this project is to use steganography for an 
image with another image using spatial domain 
technique and also deals with learning about the 
various types of steganography available.  
Note that this project can be implemented by using 
Matlab program. 

5 ONLINE DOCTOR 
SYSTEM 

Abstract: Online Doctor System will provide patients 
the power of direct interaction between doctors of 
their choice as and when required for their small 
problems. Using this web Online Doctor System 
application, patients will able to fill online form in 
just few seconds before entering to the virtual office 
room. It will also enable them to upload their lab 
results such as x-ray copies, health history etc which 
can be viewed by your referred doctors.  
Programming Language: Html, Css, Javascript, Php  
Data base: Sql 

M. Nisrin 

6  Private School 
Website 

Requirements:  
 Excellent Experience in HTML & CSS  

 Excellent Experience in PHP or ASP.NET  

 Excellent Experience in MYSQL SERVER or DB 
Design  
 
Description:  
Private School Website is a web site that contain all 
Information needed by students and their parents 
about their child time table, studying and exam 
progress, home works and assignments, student 
absence,….,etc.  
The design should be user friendly and easy to be 
used by the students and their parents. It also must 

M. Saja 



be secure, each student must have an authorized 
code to be able to login to the website, the same 
should be applicable on parents, teachers, and other 
school staff.  
The whole website must be under the control of a 
specialized IT controller, who has unlimited access to 
the whole website.  
 

7 Internet of things 
device design              

Abstract: 
In this projects students will try to construct a full 
smart home design using either software or 
hardware tools to implement this project. 
This students should make 12 devices work 
automatically depending on the best lighting system 
design. 
 

M. Ammar 

8 Implementation of 
Error Correction Code 
in C# 

Many communication channels are subject to 
channel noise, and thus errors may be introduced 
during transmission from the source to a receiver, 
therefore the receiver may lost the ability to read 
the correct message. Error detection techniques 
allow detecting such errors, while error correction 
enables reconstruction of the original data in many 
cases. This project provide an implementation to use 
one of the error correction codes in order to fix the 
potential errors while they occur during transmitting 
message in noisy channels.  
Requirements: the student have ability to use C# 
and a Ggood knowledge in coding theory. 

M. Newroz 

9 Design GUI for Brain 
Tumor Detection 

The objective of this project is deals with the 
implementation of Simple Algorithm for detection of 
range and shape of tumor in brain MR images. Tumor 
is an uncontrolled growth of tissues in any part of the 
body. Tumors are of different types and they have 
different Characteristics and different treatment. 
Many steps of image processing use like image 
enhancement, segmentation. 

M. Dalya 



Program: Matlab 
 

10 Showroom Ordering 
System 

The showroom ordering system helps managing, 
tracking and transaction of different products of a 
company. Designing a clear user interface screens 
ensuring the user’s performance, speed and 
efficiency. The system offers multiple type of reports 
to compute product balance and ordering benefits.  
Requirements: The system can be implemented 
using C# .Net Language as a frontend and SQL Server 
as a backend database server. 

M. Zanko 

11 Salahaddin University 
Learning Management 
System (SULMS) 

Prerequisites: Background of Web Technologies and 
Databases  
Project Description: There are several LMSs used for 
learning purposes in various fields, including 
Education, Business, Healthcare, etc. SULMS will be 
used by University Lecturers and Students to have 
better communication between them. The system 
can be accessed by each of administrators, teachers 
and students using their own login details. The 
administrator has the entire control on the system. 
The teacher’s role has more limited capability 
compared to the administrator, he can create 
courses, edit courses, upload files, create 
assignments, etc. The student can only view the 
materials put by the teacher in addition to 
downloading files, submitting assignments, and 
sending message to the teacher.  
Technical Requirements:  
- Any web programming language such as PHP, 
ASP.NET & C# for server side  

- HTML, CSS, Java Script for the client side  

- MySQL or SQL Server  
 
 
 

M. Shakhawan 



12 Online Water Billing 
System 

Water is the main basic need of all human-beings in 
a country. People need to pay the bill for the water 
that they have consumed. Sometimes, people may 
go through some difficulties to pay their bills. 
Additionally, the government also suffers from non-
payment of water consumption receipts by citizens. 
This system helps the customers track their balances 
anytime and anywhere they want as well as making 
payments online. In case of delaying the payment for 
specific period of time the customer might be fined 
with an amount of money indicated by the 
government. There might be more features that 
could be discussed face to face with the students.  
Technical Requirements:  
- Any web programming language such as ASP.NET & 
C# for server side  

- HTML, CSS, Java Script for the client side  

- MySQL or SQL Server  
 

M. Hero 

13 Food Waste 
Prevention App 

Project Aim:  
There is a large amount of food being wasted in 
Kurdistan on a daily basis, be it from homes, grocery 
shops, or restaurants. This app aims to prevent this 
by providing a mechanism for connecting food 
donors with shelters, orphanages, and NGOs. The 
user would signal that they have food to donate and 
the notification is sent to the nearby collectors. 
Requirements:  
A platform for designing cross platform mobile apps 
(such as Flutter or React Native). Knowledge in 
HTML5, CSS, JavaScript, and database design.  
 

M. Beeza 

14 Disk Scheduling 
Algorithm Simulator” 

Description: This programming project is to simulate 
a Disk Scheduling and implement a simulator with 
different scheduling algorithms. This simulator can 
be used for measuring the performance of different 
Disk scheduling algorithms, generates useful data to 

M. Lana 



be used for evaluation the algorithms and for the 
understanding and training of students.  
Requirement:  
Hardware: Only one computer the type of the 
computer must be multi-core processors (CPU i7 
with 8-cores)  
Software: C# 

15 Using ICANCLOUD 
Simulation to Model 
Cloud Computing 
 

In this project create model for a cloud computing 
such as (facebook,dropbox  …etc) to do that student 
must have information on omnet ++  and open source 
.use icancloud ,omnet ++ ,inet to configure our 
project . 
 
 

M. Kanar 

16 Finding College of 
Science Gem 

Description: This project is an augmented reality app 
consisting of multiple levels. The player searches for 
items in each department in order to reach the gem 
of College of Science 
Requirements:  
Basics in Unity 
Any platform for mobile app development.  

M. Suzanne 

17 Online academic and 
learning English 
dictionary 
 

The project is a general dictionary including 
abbreviations in 6 domains. In addition, the dictionary 
allows users to add new worlds. The dictionary also 
includes phonetics, images and sentences to illustrate 
the meaning of the words and helping academics to 
learn English. 
In this project, HTML, CSS, JS, PHP and MYSQL will be 
used. 
 

M. Hawkar 

 


